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INTRODUCTION 
We are still far from knowing which finite groups occur as Galois groups 
of regular extensions of Q(T), the field of rational functions in one variable 
over Q. Recently some techniques have been developed to show that 
certain groups occur. Let G be a finite group, let V,, y, s3 be conjugacy 
classes of G, and define 
Awl, %2> w= {(XI, -5, x~):x~E%?~ and x~s~x~= l}. 
Thompson [ 111 introduces the following. 
DEFINITION. 4 = A(%?, y, ‘lc3) is rigid if 
(i) A#@. 
(ii) G acts transitively on A. 
(iii) If (x,, x 2, .xJ)eA then G= (x,, x2, x3). 
The main result of [ 1 l] then implies that if G has trivial center (that is 
Z(G) = 1) and A (%, , %$, V$) is rigid for some rational conjugacy classes 
%?r, V2, %$ then G is a Galois group of a regular extension of Q(T). Similar 
results have been obtained by other authors, for example Belyi [ 11, Fried 
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[2], and Matzat [4, 5,6]; however, the hypothesis that G must have 
trivial center is essential to these results. 
When Z(G) # 1 and G does not split over Z(G) very little is known. If 
G/Z(G) is known to be a Galois group, one can then ask whether an exten- 
sion field with Galois group G/Z(G) can be embedded into one with Galois 
group G. The available technique to compute the obstruction to the 
embedding is based on a theorem of Serre [lo] which relates it to the 
Hasse-Witt invariant of a certain quadratic trace form under certain condi- 
tions, when /Z(G)1 = 2 (see Section 2 below). However, to apply Serre’s 
Theorem one needs an explicit equation defining the G/Z(G)-extension. If 
G/Z(G) is shown to be a Galois group over Q(T) because it (or some 
closely related group) has some rational conjugacy classes with 
A(ql,, &, &) rigid explicit equations may not be available, and it would be 
of interest to be able to predict the behavior of the obstruction directly 
from the conjugacy classes. However this appears difficult at present. 
To shed some light on the above question, in this paper we study the 
problem for a three parameter family of rigid triples of conjugacy classes of 
S, of genus zero (see Theorem 1.1, below). Here of genus zero means that 
they give rise to an extension of Q(T) of degree n and genus zero. It follows 
from some, as yet, unpublished results of M. O’Nan that the classes we 
consider are in fact all the rigid triples of S, of genus zero which contain 
the class of n-cycles. From each triple we construct an explicit polynomial 
with Galois group over Q(r) isomorphic to S, (Theorem 1.2) and an 
explicit polynomial with Galois group A, (Theorem 1.5). We then 
investigate their Hasse-Witt invariant, and we give a uniform formula for 
it in the case where k is odd. In particular we show that it only depends 
on n when n is even. Our results generalize some of [ 121. They do not lead 
to any new A,, as Galois groups over Q(T), but we do show that over 
every number field a group closely related to 2, in a Galois group 
(Theorem 2.5, below). 
1. THE POLYNOMIALS 
THEOREM 1.1. Let n, A, k be positive integers such that n > ;Ik, n > A+ 1, 
(k, n) = 1, and if n is odd then 1 is odd. Consider the following permutations 
in S,: 
s,=(nn-1...321) 
sz=(l l+k1+2k...l+Ak) 
s,=(12...k)(k+lk+2-..2k)...((II-l)k 
+ 1 (A- l)k+2...Ik)(lk+l Ak+2...n). 
Then the conjugacy classes %?! of s,(i = 1, 2, 3) in S, are rigid of genus zero. 
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PI-oaf: Note that sI.s2s3 = 1 and A(%r, &;, $) # a. Set (1, . . . . II} =!2 
and G = (sr, s2, s3). Suppose that G does not act on Q primitively. Then 
we can find some sets rr, . . . . r, which partition C2 such that G permutes 
them and 1~ /rl 1 <n. From the action of the group (sl), we see that, 
after reindexing if necessary, 
Ti= (j: l<j<n andj-i(modrj} for i= I, .~., Y, 
r/n and 1 -CT < n. Since (k, nj = 1 and r/n, (I., kj = 1 and s2r, f r,. 
l+rEr, so that s,(l+r)$r, and l+r-l(modk). As (r,.4-)=f, it 
follows that k = 1. Since Ir, I> 1, the orbit of J-r under (sz) has r elements 
and is (r,, . . . . r,. >. Hence s2 does not fix any Ti. since n > 2 -t 1, s2 tixes n, 
a contradiction. Hence G acts primitively on { 1, . . . . n >. Also, 
where 1+ (2 + 1 j k is taken modulo n, and 1+ (,i + 1 j k is not 1 (mod n j 
since II + 1 <n and (n, k) = 1. Hence 
s&=(1 l+;lkl+-(tI+l)kjEG. 
Since G is primitive and contains a 3-cycle, A,, _C G, by [ 13, Theorem 13.31, 
If n is even then s1 $ A, and S, = G, and if n is odd then /z is odd, sz # A,, 
and again S,, = G. Hence (sr, s2, sj) = S,. 
We next show that if (a, b, c) E A(%‘r, $, &) then there exists some g E S,, 
such that $=a, s:= 6, and s;= c. Since a~%,, there exists some g, ES,, 
such that sr =ugl. cgl has /1 cycles of length k and one cycle of length 
n - /Zk. Since 0 < rz - Jk < n and (sr ) is transitive on Q, we can find some 
integer r~ such that cglsy contains n but not 1 in its cycle of length n - dk. 
Set 
o = bgd and 5 = pi; 
Then t=o-‘srP’. Let o=(a,a,. . . ai) be the cycle decomposition of 5 
where a,< ai for i= 1, . . . . 1. Let b, = aG, b,, . . . . b, be the a,, a,, . . . . a, in 
increasing order. If we denote by [a, 6) = (in N: a < t < b), we see that 
[bi, b;,,) is contained in some orbit of (r) for i=O, . . . . A- 1 and, since n 
and 1 are not in the same z-cycle, a, = 1 and [bn, n] is contained in the 
orbit of (s) of length n - Jk. Since (r ) has i + 1 orbits on Q, they must 
be [bi, bi+ r), i= 0, . . . . 1- 1 and [b,, n]. It follows that b, = J.k + 1 and 
b,=ik+ 1 for i=O, . . . . 1. From the orbits of (r ) on Q we see that 
gpl(bi) E [hip 1, bi) for i= 1, . . . . i and o-‘(b,) E [b,, n], whence 
If we set g = s;“grP’, we obtain sf= a, st = b, and st= c. Hence 
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A(gI,, %$;, y j is rigid. Hurwitz’ genus formula yields that the triple has 
genus zero since the sum of the number of cycles in sr, s2, and s3 is n + 2. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let n, A, and k be positive integers such that 
n>Ak,n>A+l, (k,n)=l, and ifn is odd then 1 is odd. Let F be the 
splitting field over Q(T) of the polynomial 
where 
a(X)= i 1 (-l)i&XAPi 
i=O 0 
b=a(l)k. 
Then F/Q(T) is a regular Galois extension and Gal(FfQ( T)) is isomorphic 
to s,. 
ProoJ: Let p, , no, and p r be the primes of Q(T) defined by 
div(T)=p,p:’ and div(T- l)=p,p;‘. 
By Theorem 1.1 and the results in [S, 11, or 121, there exists an extension 
E of Q(T) of degree n such that E/Q(T) is unramified outside pm, no, pI; 
P,=‘p”,, PO = aQk, P,=1):+% 
where s = n - Ak, p ~, ‘$Io, ‘$3 1are prime divisors in E; *X and 23 are divisors 
in E; deg($Ja) = deg(!@,) = deg($Jr) = 1, deg((U) = 1, and deg(23) = 
n - I - 1; and the Galois closure F of E over Q(T) is a regular extension 
with Gal(F/Q( T)) isomorphic to S,Z. 
By Hurwitz’s genus formula, E has genus zero and, since it has prime 
divisors of degree one, it follows that E is a field of rational functions in 
one variable over Q. Choose XE E such that E= Q(x), ‘PO’@;’ = div(x), 
and ‘$3, ‘$p,’ = div(x - 1). Then we have 
div(T)=!$33”,ak$I,“=div(x”(xA+a,P,x’-’+ ... +ao)k), 
div(T- l)=‘p~+,‘b!J.J;” 
=div((x-l)~+1(x”~“-1+b,~,~2x”-“-2+ . . . +b,)), 
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where aj E Q and bi E Q. There exist, furthermore, b, 6’ E Q such that 
bT=xS(xA+ai.-,xA-‘+ . . . +a,)“, 
b’(T-I)=(x-l)“+‘(x”-“-‘+b,~,~,xrf-”-2+ .~. +b,), 
and it follows that b = b’, since x is transcendental over Q. 
Write a(X) = X’ + aA _ L X’~ ’ + . . . + a, and f(X) = A”cJ(X)~ - b. Then, 
by the above, 1 is a root with multiplicity A.+ 1 off(X). Hencef( 1) = 0 and 
b = a( l)k, and, in particular, a( 1) # 0, since b # 0. Furthermore I is a root 
with multiplicity A of 
Since M(X) + kXa’(X) is a polynomial of degree 2 and leading coefficient 
~1, it follows that so(X) + kXa’(X) = n(X- 1)‘. Hence sa, _ i f k(A. - I) a, ~ I 
=n(:)(-1)‘and ~~.~~=n(?)(-l)‘/(n-ik) for i= 1, . . . . A. 
Therefore G( T, X) =f(X) + b - bT, x is a root of G( T, X), and G( T, X) 
has degree n. It follows that G( T, X) is irreducible over Q(T) and that the 
Galois closure F of E over Q(T) is the splitting field of G(T, X) over Q(T). 
The theorem then follows from the properties of F. 
Remark 1.3. We have, in fact, shown that there exists up to CT) 
isomorphism exactly one extension of Q(T) with the specified ramification. 
It is the one given by the above equation. 
LEMMA 1.4. The discriminant of G( T, X) is 
ProoJ G’( T, X) = nX’- ‘k-lu(~)k-l(~- 1)“. Its roots are 0 with multi- 
plicity n -Ik- 1, 1 with multiplicity 1, and pi, . . . . pi, the roots of a(x), 
with multiplicity k- 1. Hence 
D = (- l)n(n-1)‘,2R(G, G’) 
=(-1) n(fl-1)‘2n”(-bT)“~~k~1(b-bT)~(-bT)’Lk-;. 
which implies the result. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let n. 2, k be positive integers such that n > Ak, n > A. + 1, 
481/125/Z-12 
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(k, IZ) = 1, and if n is odd then 2. is odd. Then the Galois group over Q(Y) of 
the polynomial F( Y, X) = X’-lk a(X)k + B, where 
: 
(-l)“PYl for n, L even 
B= (-1p2Y2-b for n even, A odd 
-b (-l)'"-'"'ny2 
(-l)‘“-‘“‘ny2-l for n, 2 odd 
and b and a(X) are as in Theorem 1.2, is isomorphic to A,, and F( Y, X) 
defines a regular extension of Q( Y). 
Proof: Use the notation of Theorem 1.2. Let K= FAn. Then 
[K: Q(T)] = 2; p, ramifies in K if and only if si $ A,z; pO ramifies in K if 
and only if sj r$ A,, ; and pi ramifies in K if and only if s2 $ A,,. It follows 
that exactly one of pm, p,,, pi is unramilied in K and, by Hurwitz’s genus 
formula, that K is of genus zero. Hence K is a field of rational functions in 
one variable over Q. Furthermore the extension F/K is regular. 
If n and 1 are even, then p m = ‘$j’, and pO = 9;. Choose YE K such that 
div(Y)=&,glj,‘; then K=Q(Y) and T=aY’ for some UEQ*. Since the 
discriminant D of G( T, X) is a square in K, a is ( - 1)‘” + 2)12b modulo 
squares in Q*. Without loss, we may assume that 
T=(-1) (?I + 2)/‘2b - 1 y’. 
Hence the result in this case. 
If IZ is even and 1 is odd, then p ir = ‘$‘, and p 1 = ‘$T. Choose 
YEK,aEQ* 
- - 
such that div( Y)= ‘$,‘$J;’ and T- 1 =aY2. Now a is 
C-1) (n+2)!2b-t modulo squares in Q*, and we may assume 
a=(-l)(“+2)!2b-1. Hence 
and the result follows in this case. 
Ifnisodd, then1isoddandp,=~~andp,=~~.Choose YEK,aEQ* 
such that div(Y)=$,,g;’ and T(T-l)-‘=aY2. Now a is (-l)(+lM2n 
module squares in Q*. Hence 
T= (-l)(“-‘V2,y2 
(_ 1)‘” ~ lwn y' _ 1 
and the result follows. 
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2. THE EMBEDDING PROBLEM 
Let n > 4; then the group A,, has a unique, up to isomorphism, nonsplit 
central extension by a group of order 2 [S]. We denote this extension by 
a, and by arz the corresponding element in H’(A,, Z,/22). 
Let K be a field with characteristic different from two and suppose that 
L/K is a separable extension of degree n with normal closure F/K. Suppose 
the Galois group of F/K is isomorphic to A,,. Denote by p: GK+ ‘4,: the 
corresponding homomorphism defined by Galois theory and by 
inf: H’(A,, Z/22) --+ H’(G,, Z,‘2Z) 
the corresponding inflation map. Then inf(a,,) is the obstruction to the 
embedding problem of F/K in a Galois extension F,IK with Galois group 
isomorphic to A,, [3]. Serre’s theorem [lo, Theoreme I] provides a way to 
calculate inf( a,,). 
THEOREM 2.1 (Serre). 
inf(a,) = n?(L/K), 
at:here w(L,/K) is the Hasse- Witt invariant of the quadratic form Tr,:,( X2 j. 
When K= Q, inf(a,) is determined by its local invariants. The following 
provides a convenient way to show that inf(a,) is not trivial in some cases. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let f(X) E Q[X] b e an irreducible polynomial qf degree II 
and suppose its Galois group is isomarphic to A,. Let r1 be the number of 
real roots off(X). Then inf(a,) ~ = 1 if and only bf n = r1 (mod 8 ). 
ProoJ: Let N be the splitting field for f(X) and assume NC C. Let 
;I E .4,> correspond to complex conjugation. Then the local obstruction 
inf(a,), is trivial if and only if there is some element of order 2 in the 
preimage of 3’ in R,, As ye A,, we have rl =IZ (mod 4) and inf(a,,), is 
trivial if and only if rl =IZ (mod S), by the structure of A,,. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume the hJjpotheses of Theorem 1.5 and the above 
notation with K = Q( Y) and F the splitting field of F( Y, X) over K. Then 
inf(a,i) # 1 if n E 5, 6, or 7 (mod 8 ). 
ProoJ: Suppose inf(a,) = 1. By Theorem 1.5 and Hilbert’s Irreducibility 
Theorem there exists some y E Q such that the Galois group over Q of the 
polynomial F(J~, X) is isomorphic to A, and the extension can be 
embedded into one with Galois group A,,. Then F( y, X) = X”-‘-” a(X)” -t 
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B, (for some B,,E Q) and F’(y, X) = uX’-“~~’ a(X)“-‘(x- l)“, by the 
proof of Theorem 1.2. The real roots of F’(y, X) are 0, 1, and fir, . . . . 8, 
where a(Pi) = 0. Since F(y, 0) = F(y, /?J = B, for i = 1, . . . . I, F(y, X) has at 
most four real roots. The result then follows from Lemma 2.2. 
Remark 2.4. If k is even and inf(a,) = 1 then n is odd by our 
hypotheses and the above result implies that n = 1 or 3. It follows that our 
polynomials cannot improve substantially the results of [12] about a, as 
Galois group, when k is even. Although we cannot prove that A, is a 
Galois group over Q for every n, we can prove that some related groups 
are Galois groups over every number field. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let K be a number field. Then either Z/42 0 2, (the 
central product of a cyclic group of order 4 and a,) or D, oi,, (the central 
product of the dihedral group of order 8 and A,,) is a Galois group over K. 
ProoJ: Suppose first that there exists a Galois extension F, such that 
Gal(FO/K) 2: a,,. By SafareviE’s Theorem [7] there exists a Galois exten- 
sion F, of K with Galois group isomorphic to D,. Set Fz to be the field 
generated by F, and F,, F,/K is a Galois extension and F, n F, = K as 
O’(A,) = A,. It follows that Gal(FJK) 1: D, x a,. Since the central 
product is a homomorphic image of the direct product, the result follows 
in this case. 
Now suppose that there does not exist a Galois extension FO of K 
with Gal(F,IK) 2: a,. By [ 12, Theorem 5.41 and Hilbert’s Irreducibility 
Theorem, we know that i $ K and that there exists a Galois extension F, of 
K with Gal(F,IK) 2r A,, and some extension F, of F,(i) with F,/F,(i) and 
F,/K(i) Galois such that Gal(F,/K(i)) 2: a,. Let F be the normal closure of 
F, over K and let G= Gal(F/K). Set S= Gal(F/K(i)), S, = Gal(F/F,,), and 
S, = Gal(F/F,). F,(i)/K is a Galois extension with Galois group isomorphic 
to Z/22 x A,. Let rs E G be such that it generates Z/22 when taken modulo 
Sn S,( =Gal(F/FJi))). Then S1 Q S, S/S, N A,, [G: S] = 2, Sa G, and 
G = S(o). S, is a subgroup of index 2 in Sn S, and, by the definition of 
I;, ngeG Sf = 1. It follows that S, n Sy = 1 and Sn So is an elementary 
Abelian 2-group of order at most 4. Since S Q G and Sn S, Ed G, 
[S, S n S,] 4 G. From A, being a central extension of A, follows that 
[S, Sn S,] c S, and therefore Sn S,, E Z(S). Now S’ N a, and CT 
centralizes every Sylow p-subgroup of S’ for every odd prime p. Hence c 
centralizes S’ and G is a central product of S’ and ((T, Sn S,). Further- 
more Z(S) _C Z( (a, Sn S, >). If 0 does not centralize S n S,, then 
(a, Sn S,) N D, and‘the result follows. If c centralizes Sn S,, then S, = 1 
and lSnS,I=2. If (a)nSnS,=l, A, is a homomorphic image of G, a 
contradiction. Ecnce <ai ” Zj4Z and Sn S, c (0). The result follows. 
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3. THE HASSE-WITT INVARIANT (k ODD). 
In this section we calculate the Hasse-Witt invariant bv(L/K) of the 
quadratic form TrLiK(X2) on L = K(Q), where 6 is a root of F( Y, X) (given 
in Theorem 1.5), for k odd, over K=Q( I”). A trivial variation on the 
method gives u(Q( T, (7)/Q(T)), where 8’ is a root of G(T, X) (with the 
notation of Theorem 1.2), for k odd, but we omit the details. For any fixed 
/I, formulae for w(L/K) for k even are theoretically possible with their 
complexity increasing with A. We do not pursue this (see Remark 2.4); the 
case i = 1 is fully analyzed in [ 12). 
Recall that F( Y, X) = X” ~ LX- a(X)k + B and F’( Y, X) = nX’- ” - ’ 
a(-u)“-‘(X- 1)“. We take 0 to be a root of F( Y, X) and Tr = Tr,,,. 
LEMMA 3.1. We haue 
(b) Tr 
1 il iEn- 
p-Ik-l--i,(,)k-l(,- l)j.-1 = tl 
ii 
i= -1. 
Proof: (a) follows immediately from Euler’s formulae (see for example 
[9 Lemma 2, p. 561). It follows from (a) that 
Tr 
( 
e-1 
> i 
0 Q<i<n-3, 
~~i-ik-I-i~(~)k-I(~- 1)” = n i=n-2, 
Now assume i = -1. Then 
Tr 
1 1 
6n-j.ka(e)k-l(e_1)L-l ppika(~)k-l(&l)A 
=Tr (B(;:$) 
since PPLk a(0)” + B = 0, and 
where a(0)k is a manic polynomial in 8 of degree ;Ik. The result then 
follows from (a). 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. L has the follow&g form as a vector space over K with 
the form Tr(X’): 
(a) If n is even and k odd, 
n-2 
Lh- 2 HJ- (e>l(o>, 
where H is a hyperbolic plane, Tr(e’) = n, and Tr(v’) = (- l)‘“-2”2n. 
(b j If n is odd and k is odd, 
n-3 
where H is a hyperbolic plane, Tr(e2) = n, Tr(v’) = n/B, and Tr(u’) = 
C-1) . (n + I,:2B 
ProoJ Suppose first that A is even. Then n is even. Set 
8 
if1 
ej = ec~-~k,12a(e)c"-',i2(e- 1)W O<i<(n-2j/2 
and e = e(nP2),2. Then Lemma 3.1 yields that 
Tr(e,ej) = 0 unless i =j = (n - 2)/2 
and Tr(e2) = n. Hence (e,,, . . . . eC,-,jj2) is a totally isotropic subspace of 
dimension (n - 2)/2 contained in the orthogonal complement to (e). Since 
the discriminant of Tr is a square the result follows in this case. 
Suppose now that 1 is odd and n is even. This time we set 
8’ n-2 
ei= e(R-~k--1).12a(e)(k-11/2(e_ l)(;i--I):2 O<i,<---- 2 
and e = e(,, - 2j,,2. By Lemma 3.1, as above, (e,, . . . . eC,,-4,,2) is a totally 
isotropic subspace of dimension (n - 2)/2 contained in the orthogonal 
complement of (e) and Tr(e’) = n. The result then follows as above. 
Finally suppose that II is odd and n is odd. We set 
8 if1 n-3 
e, = e(n~nk,12a(e)ck-l)/Z(e_ l)b-1112 -l<id- 2 
and e=eC,P3,,2 and v=e-,. By Lemma 3.1, Tr(eiej) = 0 unless either 
i=j= -1 or i=j=(n-3)/2. Furthermore Tr(v2)=n/B and Tr(e2)=n. 
Hence e and v are mutually orthogonal and (e,, . . . . eC,_,,,z) is a totally 
isotropic subspace of dimension (n - 3)/2 contained in (e, v)‘. The result 
then follows as above. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let n, ;I, k be positive integers such that II > ;ik, n > ,4 + 1, 
(k, n) = 1, and if n is odd then L is odd. Asswne further that k is odd. Then, 
with the above notation, 
inf(a,)=,r(L/K)=(-1, (-l)(“:‘))@(n, (-l)(“:‘))o((-l)(;)iz,c”), 
where c = Cf=, (i)( - l)j n/(n - ik). 
Proo$ The first equality is just Serre’s Theorem (Theorem 2.1) If V is 
some space with a quadratic form we denote by det( V) its discriminant 
(which is only defined up to squares in K). Recall that when W= V i U we 
have 
w( W) = w(V) 0 w(U) @ (det( V), det( ?I)). 
We use the notation of Proposition 3.2 
Suppose first that n is even. Then 
and det 
w((e, u)j=(n ? (-1)‘“-2J4f) and det((e, t‘))=(-l)(“-l)‘i. 
Hence 
,qLj = (- 1, - l)(‘npt)‘2) @(n, (-l)fn-2)!2n)@( -1, -ljtrz-2)!2 
=(-I: -1)n(‘2-221!8@(n, (-1)“‘). 
since (n, -n ) = 1. Since n is even, 
n(n - 2) E- 
8 
(mod 2) and (mod 2 1, 
and the result follows in this case. 
Now suppose that n is odd. Then 
det 
and det( (e, u, u)) = (- l)@+ I).‘*. Also, 
w((e, v,u))=(B, (-l)‘“+““B)O(n,nB) 
=(B, (-l)‘“-“~*)@(n, -l)@(n, B) 
=(B, (-l)‘“-‘)“flj@(n, -1). 
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Since (-((-l)‘“-‘“‘nY’-l), (-1) (n ~ ‘jZ2n) = 1, it follows that 
W((e,u,u))=((-l)‘“~‘)‘*nb,(-l)(“~’)’*n)O(n, -1) 
=(-b, (-l)‘“-““n)@(n, -1) 
=(b,(-I)‘“-““n)@(-l,(-l)(“-l)‘*). 
Hence 
w(L)=(b, (-l)‘“-‘“Gr)@(-1, -l)*, 
where LY=(~-1)/2+((“-:)i2)+(,+1)/2. Now a=l+(n-3)(n-5)/8 
(mod 2) since n is odd, and (“:I) = (n2 - 1)/8 (mod 2). Therefore 
a E (“$ ‘) (mod 2). In addition (“:I) -0 (mod 2) and (;) = (n - 1)/2 
(mod 2), so that it only remains to show that 
(b, (-l)(%+(C, (-l)(%z). 
But by Theorem 1.2, b= ck and k is odd. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. 
Remark 3.4. When n is even, inf(a,,) only depends on n: inf(a,) = 1 if 
and only if either n=O (mod 8) or n -2 (mod 8) and IZ is the sum of two 
squares. For every ~1, if d = 1, we reobtain the results of [ 121. 
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